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Parallel Numerics

Scope: Revise standard numerical methods considering parallel computations!

Required knowledge: Numerics
Parallel Programming
Graphs

Literature:  Dongarra, Duff, Sorensen, van der Vorst:   
Numerical Linear Algebra for High-Performance Computers

Pacheco: A User’s Guide to MPI (web)
Parallel Programming with MPI
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I. Introduction
1. Computer Science Aspects
2. Numerical Problems
3. Graphs

II. Elementary Linear Algebra Problems
1. BLAS
2. Matrix-Vector Operations
3. Matrix-Matrix-Product

III. Linear Equations with Dense Matrices
1. Gaussian Elimination
2. Vectorization
3. Parallelization
4. QR-Decomposition with Householder matrices

IV. Sparse Matrices
1. General Properties, Storage
2. Sparse Matrices and Graphs
3. Reordering
4. Gaussian Elimination and Graphs

V. Iterative Methods for Sparse Matrices
1. Stationary Methods
2. Nonstationary Methods
3. Preconditioning

Domain Decomposition, FFT, Eigenvalues, Quantum Computing,…
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1. Introduction
1.1  Computer Science Aspects of Parallel Numerics

1.1.1 Parallelization in the CPU

Elementary operations in CPU are carried out in pipelines:
- Divide a task into smaller subtasks
- Each small subtask is executed on a piece of hardware that operates

concurrently with the other stages of the pipeline.

Operand 1           
Stage 1                   Stage 2                   Stage 3                   Stage 4         Output Result   

Operand 2
Compare                                              add mantissa  
exponents

Align exponents accordingly                            normalize result

Addition Pipeline:
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Visualisation Pipelining
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Visualisation Pipelining
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Visualisation Pipelining
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Visualisation Pipelining
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Visualisation Pipelining
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Visualisation Pipelining
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Visualisation Pipelining
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Startup time =  k(=4) clock units

Lateron on: per clock unit one result

Total time:  k*u + n*u
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Advantages of Pipelines:

If pipeline is filled: per clock unit one result is achieved.
All additions should be organized such that the pipeline is always filled!

If the pipeline is nearly empty, e.g. in the beginning of the computations,
it is not efficient!

Major task for CPU: Organize all operations such that the operands are
just in time at the right position to fill the pipeline and keep it full.
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CPU - Pipelining
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CPU
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Special case: Vector instruction
For set of data the same operation has to be executed on all components.
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α For j = 1,2,..,n:  yj = α xj ;

α x5 α x4 α x3 α x2 α x1

α

x6

x7 Total costs:  Startup time + vector length * clock time

(pipeline length + vector length ) * τ
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Chaining: Combine pipelines directly

Multiplication Addition α x + y
α x 

y

α x + y :

α

x 

Advantage: total cost = startup time + vector length * clock time
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Problem:  Data Dependency !

Example: Fibonacci numbers   x0 = 0, x1 = 1, x2 = x0 + x1, … , xi = xi-2 + xi-1 ;

x0

x1

x1

x2

x2

After filling in x0 and x1 the next pair  needs x2 which is known only 

after the first computation is finished!

Pipeline contains always only one pair – is nearly empty all the time! 
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CPU

Register

Level1 Cache

Level 2 Cache

Main Memory

Hard Disc

World (CD, DVD, Stick, Internet, ….)

1.1.2 Memory Organization

fast

Speed

slow

small

Capacity

large
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Cache Idea

Cache as memory buffer between large, slow memory and small, fast memory.

By considering the data flow (last used data), try to predict which data will be
requested in the next step:

- keep the last used data in fast cache because it is likely that the same data
will be used again

-keep also the neighborhood of the last used data in fast cache.

Memory is organized in pages (main memory, hard disc,..). Hence, together with
the last used data put the whole page in the cache.  

Main memory Cache Hard disc                         
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Cache hit:  The data requested from the small, fast memory is found
in the cache: Copy the data to fast memory. Done.

Cache miss: The data requested from the small, fast memory is not
found in the cache: 

Look for data in the large, slow memory. 
Copy the related page to the cache 
(removing the oldest cache entry) and 
copy it to the fast, small memory.

Also: Reuse data as often as possible! Working blockwise!

Memory is often organized in banks connected by bus:

bank1 bank2 bankn. . . .

bus

Per cycle n operands can be fetched out of the n banks. Storing vectors!
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1.1.3 Parallel Processors
Classical von Neumann model:

Code and data in memory!
Control unit fetches instructions and
data from memory and sequentially
coordinates the operations.
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Flynn’s taxonomy:

MIMD architecture: multiple instructions – multiple data

(compare to SISD = “single instructions – single data” , etc.) 

Parallel Computation
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local distributed memory

P1       

M1

Pn

Mn

processors
.  .  .  .  .
memory

Combination: Virtual shared memory. Distributed data but organized 
as shared memory.

global shared memory:

P1 Pn

M: data

processors

. . . .

memory
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Nonuniform Memory Access

Cluster of multiple CPU processors

Symmetric multiprocessor

Different types of communication!
Shared memory and distributed memory!
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Topology of the processor/memory interconnection

Bus:
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Time for sending data from one processor to another depends on the
connection network topology:
Mesh:                sqrt(p)
vector or ring:    p/2
tree:                  log(p)
hypercube:       log(p)

Tree:

Hypercube:  
0d                 1d                  2d                    3d 4d
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Communication - Topology
diameter = largest distance = n:

diameter = largest distance = n/2:

diameter =

largest distance =

sqrt(n)
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Diameter = largest distance = 2 ln(n)

Diameter:

1                    2                         3        4
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Tree in Hypercube
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101
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Different Topologies:

G                      N                Diam(G)                   Degree(G)          Edges(G)

G1(n)                 n                    n-1                               2                       n-1

T1(n)                 n                floor(n/2)                           2                       n

G2(n,n)              n2 2n-2                             4                     2n2 -2n

T2(n,n)               n2 2*floor(n/2)                      4              2n2

BT(h)               2h+1 - 1                2h                             3              2h+1 -2 

HC(k)                 2k k                               k         2k-1 k

G: Grid,   T: Torus,    BT: binary Tree,    HC: Hypercube
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Shared Memory Communication

Avoid data access from different processors on the same data at the same time!

Synchronisation by     - barrier: each parallel thread waits until all are finished
- critical sections with reduced access

Tool:   OpenMP with additional commands to programming languages 
C, C++, or FORTRAN.

Pragma:  #pragma omp parallel                                   !$omp parallel
…..                                            ….. 

#pragma omp end parallel                            !$omp end parallel
in C,C++                                        in FORTRAN

Also:   !$omp critical    and    !$omp end critical
!$omp private              !$omp barrier

Application: Multiple processor chips
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Message Passing for Distributed 
Memory: MPI

Message Passing Interface MPI: Communication library for C,C++, Fortran

Compiling:      mpicc <options> prog.c

Start:              mpirun -arch<architecture>  -np<np> prog
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MPI

Commands:   MPI_Send - MPI_Recv
MPI_Barrier
MPI_Bcast - MPI_Gather

In the tutorial will be a introduction to MPI with commands and application
to numerical examples.

Point-to-point
or

Collective
communcation
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Amdahls’s Law: An algorithm takes N flop’s.
A fraction f is carried out with speed of  V Mflops (good in parallel)
A fraction 1-f is carried out with              S Mflops (bad)

1.1.4 Performance Analysis
Definition:  Computational Speed       r = N / t  Mflops, 

N floating point operations in t microseconds

Or by known speed r:    time for N flops is given by     t = N / r
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f must be close to 1 in order to benefit significantly from parallelism
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Discussion
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The total speed is governed by the fraction of the “strongly sequential” part
of the algorithm that cannot be parallelized. 
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Speedup
Executing a job using p processors in parallel we can achieve a speedup.

Define   tp := wall clock time to execute the job on p parallel processors

Speedup:  Sp := t1 / tp is the ratio of execution time with 1 versus p processors 

In the ideal case it would hold   t1 = p tp .

Efficiency using p processors: Ep = Sp / p .                Hence:  0<= Ep <= 1  

Ep ≈ 1:  very good parallelizable, because then   Sp ≈ p   or  t1 ≈ p tp . 
Problem scales.

Ep ≈ 0:  bad, because   Ep = Sp /p = t1 / (p tp)    and   t1 << p tp .
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Using the same definition of speed and fraction f as above:

ideally parallel

strongly sequential

Ware’s Law
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We always will have a small portion of our algorithm that is not parallelizable
and therefore the efficiency will always be zero in the limit!
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1/(1-f):
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Gustafsson’s Law
Other model:
We assume that the problem can be solved in 1 unit of time on a 
parallel machine with p processors.

Fraction f is good parallelizable,  1-f not

Compared with this parallel implementation an uniprocessor would
perform 

(1-f) + f p
for the same job.
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Example
f = 0.99,   1-f = 0.01,       p = 100 or 1000:

Ware: S100 = 100/1.99 ~ 50,             E100 = 0.5

S1000 = 1000/10.99 ~ 100,     E1000 = 0.1 

Gustaffson: S100f = 99,      S1000f = 990,

Ef = 0.99

S=1-f+fp

E=(1-f)/p+f

S= p/(f+(1-f)p)) E=1/(f+(1-f)p)
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1.1.5 Further Keywords
- An algorithm is called “scaling” iff with p processors we can reduce the operation
time by a factor p  (speedup ≈ p, efficiency ≈ 1). That means:
We can reduce the solution time for the larger problem to the same time by
employing more processors.

- Load balancing: To be efficient in practice it is sufficient that the job is
distributed such that all processors are busy all the time!
Efficiency Avoid idle processors

- Dead lock: two or more processors are waiting indefinitely for an event that
can be caused only by one of the waiting processors.

Each processor waiting for results 
of the other processor!
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Data dependency:

Compute 

YXCZ

BAC

+⋅=
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Obviously,  2  can be computed  only after 1  .

Example: Self – referential  loop:

( ) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ];1;;1 iciaibiainiifor +−⋅=++<==
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Dependence Graph:

S1: C = A + B

S2: D = C*X

S3: Z = D + Y
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Synchronization
Barrier
Usually implies that all tasks are involved
Each task performs its work until it reaches the barrier. It then stops, or "blocks". 
When the last task reaches the barrier, all tasks are synchronized. 

Lock / semaphore
Can involve any number of tasks
Typically used to serialize (protect) access to global data or a section of code. 
Only one task at a time may use (own) the lock / semaphore / flag. 
The first task to acquire the lock "sets" it. This task can then safely (serially) 
access the protected data or code. 
Other tasks can attempt to acquire the lock but must wait until the task
that owns the lock releases it. 
Can be blocking or non-blocking
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Granularity: Computation / Communication Ratio: 

In parallel computing, granularity is a qualitative measure of the ratio of 
computation to communication. 
Periods of computation are typically separated from periods of communication
by synchronization events. 

- Fine-grain Parallelism: 
Relatively small amounts of computat. work are done between communication events
Low computation to communication ratio. 
Facilitates load balancing
Implies high communication overhead and less opportunity f. performance enhancement
If granularity is too fine it is possible that the overhead required for communications and 
synchronization between tasks takes longer than the computation. 

- Coarse-grain Parallelism: 
Relatively large amounts of computational work are done between communication/
synchronization events
High computation to communication ratio
Implies more opportunity for performance increase
Harder to load balance efficiently
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Scalability

Strong scaling (Amdahls‘s law): 
Fixed total problem size. 
How does the solution time vary with the number
of used processors.

Weak scaling (Gustafson‘s law):
Fixed problem size per processor.
How does the solution time vary with the number of used processors.

How well does a solution to a given problem work when the size of the
problem increases.

How well does a parallel solution to some problem work when the number
of processors increases. 
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Parallel Overhead
The amount of time required to coordinate parallel tasks, as opposed to doing
useful work. 
Parallel overhead can include factors such as: 

Task start-up time 
Synchronizations
Data communications
Software overhead imposed by parallel compilers, libraries, 

tools, operating system,… 
Task termination time 

Massively Parallel 
Refers to the hardware that comprises a given parallel system - having many
processors. The meaning of "many" keeps increasing, but currently, 
the largest parallel computers can be comprised of processors numbering
in the hundreds of thousands. 

Embarrassingly Parallel
Solving many similar, but independent tasks simultaneously; little to no need
for coordination between the tasks. 
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Multi-core Processors
Multiple processors (cores) on a single chip. 

Cluster Computing
Use of a combination of commodity units (processors, networks or SMPs) to build
a parallel system. 

Grid Computing is the combination of computer resources from multiple 
administrative domains applied to a common task. 

Cloud Computing is the provision of dynamically scalable and often virtualised
resources as a service over the Internet on a utility basis.

Supercomputing / High Performance Computing
Use of the world's fastest, largest machines to solve large problems.

Threads Model
In the threads model of parallel programming, a single process can have
multiple, concurrent execution paths. 
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Blocking data and computations:
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Factors to Consider: 

Cost of communications
Inter-task communication virtually always implies overhead. 
Machine cycles and resources that could be used for computation are instead
used to  package and transmit data. 
Communications frequently require some type of synchronization between tasks, 
which can result in tasks spending time "waiting" instead of doing work. 
Competing communication traffic can saturate the available network bandwidth, 
further aggravating performance problems. 

Latency vs. Bandwidth
latency is the time it takes to send a minimal (0 byte) message from point A 
to point B. 
Commonly expressed as microseconds. 
bandwidth is the amount of data that can be communicated per unit of time. 
Commonly expressed as megabytes/sec or gigabytes/sec. 
Sending many small messages can cause latency to dominate communication
overheads. 
Often it is more efficient to package small messages into a larger message, thus
increasing the effective communications bandwidth. 
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Factors to Consider:

Visibility of communications
With the Message Passing Model, communications are explicit and generally quite
visible and under the control of the programmer. 
With the Data Parallel Model, communications often occur transparently to the
programmer, particularly on distributed memory architectures.
The programmer may not even be able to know exactly how inter-task
communications are being accomplished. 

Synchronous vs. asynchronous communications
Synchronous communications require some type of "handshaking" between tasks
that are sharing data. This can be explicitly structured in code by the programmer, 
or it may happen at a lower level unknown to the programmer. 
Synchronous communications are often referred to as blocking communications
since other work must wait until the communications have completed. 
Asynchronous communications allow tasks to transfer data independently from
one another. For example, task 1 can prepare and send a message to task 2, and 
then immediately begin doing other work. When task 2 actually receives the data
doesn't matter. 
Asynchronous communications are often referred to as non-blocking communicatio
Interleaving computation with communication is the single greatest benefit for
using asynchronous communications. 
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